
Hearty Rise Popper Monster Game Tuna-I 102 
| 15cm

Hearty Rise

Product number: HR-380096

This series of Monster Game Tuna created by Didier 
Courtois is the fruit of hard work and hours spent on 
the water in search of tuna.

Weight: 0.072 kg
36,00 € * 36,00 €

The perfect popper for tuna and other big sea predators

The Hearty Rise Popper Monster Game Tuna-I, masterfully created by Didier Courtois, stands for 
precision and quality. Each popper is carefully crafted and painted by hand using only the best materials. 
The combination of robust wood and high-quality paintwork ensures durability and resistance to the harsh 
conditions at sea. Designed specifically for tuna fishing, this range offers you the best tuna lure for your 
fishing adventures.

Versatile application possibilities

Although the Hearty Rise Popper was primarily designed for sea fishing for tuna such as bluefin tuna, 
skipjack tuna, albacore and yellowfin tuna, it also performs excellently when fishing for other large sea 
predators such as dorado and wahoo. Its design allows it to be used effectively in a variety of waters from 
tropical to moderate zones.

Impressive catch reports

Anglers worldwide report the exceptional success they have experienced with the Hearty Rise Popper 
Monster Game Tuna-I. Its unique shape and balance allow for easy and precise lure presentation, attracting 
large predators and enticing bites. When stationary, it tilts 45° to the water surface, creating an impressive 
spray of water with every strike.



Technical details and sizes:

Handmade and painted for the highest quality
Ideal for tuna, dorado, wahoo and other large marine predators

11cm model

Weight: 29g
Total length: 11cm
Diameter of the body: 2.2cm
Depth of the mouth: 0.8cm

13cm model

Weight: 44g
Total length: 13cm
Diameter of the body: 2.5cm
Depth of the mouth: 0.8cm

15cm model

Weight: 72g
Total length: 15cm
Diameter of the body: 2.8cm
Depth of the mouth: 1.0cm

Important note: Please note that the popper is supplied without hooks.

With the Hearty Rise Popper Monster Game Tuna-I you don't just get a fishing lure, but a tool based on 
experience and craftsmanship. Expand your fishing repertoire with this versatile and effective popper 
designed for the most demanding conditions at sea.

Get the Hearty Rise Popper Monster Game Tuna-I now and experience the fishing adventure of a 
lifetime!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

